Probing double ionisation at the attosecond timescale
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The development of ultrashort light pulses in the attosecond range allows scientists to
explore the dynamics of electron correlation. The single ionization delay has been measured in various atoms using either the streaking technique or an interferometric technique
([1],[2]). Those studies triggered a lot of theoretical activities showing that the IR used to
probe the ionized electrons changes their phase and therefore add an additional delay [3].

Figure 1: Principle of the experiment.

Recently the first time-resolved measurement of double ionization was performed in
xenon using an interferometric technique combined with coincidence measurement (see
fig.1). We measured a delay between double and single ionization of 55 ± 60 as [4] in
excellent agreement with our theoretical calculations. Those calculations aimed at understanding the influence of the IR-field in the case of double ionization in order to extract
the one-photon delay. Unfortunately the exact shape of the two electron wave packet in
the continuum is not known. In this work we report the calculation of the IR-induced delay in double photo ionization using three different models for the wave function; the two
screened coulomb wave function, the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) wave function
and the three coulomb wave function [5]:
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With k1 , k2 the wave vectors of the two electrons, Zef f the effective screening between
the electrons, F1 the coulomb wave function, P the amplitude probability and S the twoelectrons action. The results obtained for the three different models are compared and
discussed.
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